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Oziris ironman guide v4

Oldschool RunescapeIronman guideBy OzirisRSRe-formatting + images + details added kruxoR content of previous text This version is basically copied from the old one, with improved quest order and new methods, about case if you're wondering why it looks exactly the same at first glance. Introduction Please read this first bit before starting with the actual
guide. If there's an error in this tutorial somewhere, then feel free to tweet me @ozirislol but don't tell me to update this once there's some new update, it will take a very long time to do. Also, I rarely answer questions that can be easily answered with Ctrl + F in this tutorial or googling. There is no single right way to play this game, all in this tutorial is just what I
would recommend. If you don't want to follow the step-by-step guide, then feel free to do your thing. It may still be worth reading this to pick up some ideas about what goals you might go for. Thanks for reading and enjoying the guide! Good luck and have fun. Starting from the beginning as a female character, be sure to make yourself an ironman before
leaving the tutorial island. Female char for recruitment drive quest This guide suggests that you always wear your money stack if I don't say not to bring it. I'll be reminded to bring a GP regardless of most of the time, but if I don't then keep it on you anyway. Use each book and lamp on Herblore if possible. Use authenticator and 2-step verification on registered
email 1.1 Early quests, Winter and Ardy Trench Coat 1 Lumbridge Duke Horacio Location Father Aereck Location Talk to The Duke of Horacio and Father Aereck to begin quests rune mysteries and untreated ghost Pick up every item spawning in the castle, including those in the cellar, don't forget cabbage. Fill the jug with water Go to the top of the castle and
light the logs to 15 Firemaking After that fletch the same logs in the 1000 arrows of the dump Pick up 4 ashes Pick up 1 deck to further take 25gp out of the Bank Thief Men up to 270gp, Buy a steel axe (make sure the world is full stock, it should cost 200gp) HCIM (Hard Core Iron Man): Quickhop some cabbage in the pogrom for HP, the norm might just be
suicide for hp. Lumbridge Swamp Before heading here get some arrows and bow for varies. Kill a rat (safe with varies) for its Lumbridge Swamp Safespot meat Take a shovel from a marsh shed that took you to Zanaris. Father Urney Location Talk to Father Urney to get a ghostspeak amulet to equip it. Take the air mascot to wizard the tower. Aggie Location
Pick up 2 cheeses at Aggie in the village of Draynor Rimington Crafting Guild Walk to Remington, pick up 1 sheaf of grass near a craft shop in Hobgoblins. Make sure you have ~10 run the energy for this, so you can just quickly grab one and Walk to Falagator Begin the search for the sword of a knight, talking to squire. Mini-game TV to clan warsInv: Steel
axe, 70gp, Tinderbox, water jug, 1 normal magazineDownload energy using the FFA portal and then use a green portal north of the bank to teleport to the castle castle yanilleCheck hunter shop for ardy easy diaryTo make a pie dish in the culinary store Yanille Walk to port KhazardBuy 1 swamp paste in a shared storeThe possibility that the store is redeemed
and you can not afford it, try hops several times, but if you can not get it, then it is possible you can get it later. Is Monk's friend Get 35 woodwork on oak trees and fire make logs as you cut them.2 Oaks just south of Ardy Zoo ArdyGet 20 thieving with cakeBank 15 bread and all the cakes you get. Steal silk up to 25 thieving sheep herbalist, sell 6 cakes to a
general store for a 100gp Take out GP and a small fishing netGo to buy swamp pasta if you haven't managed to buy it before. Make a sea slug, fish shrimp, doing a quest for a diary After a quest, buy however many sardines you can fit in inventory from a fish shop in WitchavenSell your silk for 60gp each, keep 10 in the jar for questsYo have to have a 10k GP
at this pointBuy house owned by the player. Buy rope, 5 vials, 30 balls of wool and 7 papyrus from ardy general storeInv: rope, shovel, gp, a few cakes Dig hunter gloves and boots north of Ardie, green ale from a RasoloDo Dwarf cannon to the point where you have to head to the icy mountain If there are no bots that take them, then you may not log off at all.
The room was quite big and comfortable. Try to get a minimum of 100 doyrks, if there is literally no doyrk in any world. Make BA tutorial for minigame teleI think you can skip the tutorial now, but just make sure you have a teleporter unlockedStart BarcrawlDo Waterfall quest to the part where you have to go to the maze gnome, be sure to read the book Walk to
Gnome FortressBuy drink from Blurberry for barcratave miniquest. Buy these items from a hekel funch (east of Blurberry);1 pineapple, 1 orange, 2 lemons, 1 cocktail shaker, 1 cocktail glass1 Davelbera, 1 bucket of milk, 1 chocolate dustBuy 1000 bronze arrow tip (100/world for 1gp ea)The gun shop is on the 3rd floor south of the ladderMake a cure for a
hangover for a plague urban quest Inv: Rope, Memol, Hangover CureWalk to ArdyDo Plague City Mini-Game Teleport to Clan Wars, Charge Energy and Use Portal for Castle WarsThrain Steel Axe and TinderboxRun southwest of Castle WarsCut and Firemake Teak Magazines up to 50 FireMakingLocation minigame tv to clan war and run north to
varrockEquip ghostspeak amolet if you smashed it at some pointBuy 1 saw 500 bronze nails and 400 steel nails. If steel nails are not available, then buy them later Home Phone, LumbyTalk Ghost for Restless Ghost Quest Inv:Gp, Bronze Nails, saw, noted doirki, 1k arrows of the block, 1k bronze arrow tipSaving 10 additives in the jar for the quest. It doesn't
matter how much you've been able to pick up before, our goal is to get multiple levels of construction before wintertodt Buy Chronicle chronicle 5 teleporter postcards from DiangoWalk to port sarimBuy 1000 feathersGo rimington and use your boards, make chairs up to Level 4 and then book books until you run out of the board. Use violers to un-note the bar
Take the boat to the Great KourendMake your way to WintertodtFletch all the 1k bronze arrows while walkingIf you see wolves near wintertodt, you went the wrong way. You shouldn't hit anything on the road. Now have to have 15 fletching and hopefully 15+ construction as well, it will increase the XP you get in those skills from wintertodt. Make Winterodt up to
60 loggers, should get this at 89 fire extinguishing, if you're not fletchY really shouldn't be in any danger of dying with 10hp, but pay attention anyway, it's a long walk back if you die.10HP accounts start taking 1 damage on 56FM even without warm clothes, but if you've dug up key hunter boots and gloves before, you might as well use them. Keep opening the
drawers until you have a 200k GP in the jar, after that just keep them as long for the best rewards. Ideally you should keep the drawers until you have a bank space, but if you don't get 12 mage magazines from the original boxes then you'll open them in front of Desert Treasure.Fletching magazines, in my opinion, not worth it, but if you want to then go ahead.
Personally, I just fletch one when running from root to manse. If you like, feel free to get 99 firefighting at a time. Make sure to still keep the boxes in the jar after 200k GP for the best inv loot: GP, multiple cakes, chronicle, bronze swordBud-TV, LumbyBuy 3 buckets and 1 bucket pack from the general storeTo go north to Fred's FarmTo get raw chicken in
Fred'sPick up an egg north of FredKill 1 cow's calf for meatFilling 3 buckets of milkDairy cow north of windmillWalk to barbaric village (you can walk east of the estate , do not walk through a falador or something like that)Get the form of ammunition and notes for a dwarf gunUse chronicles the telegraph cat Warrock Start Gertrude, pick up doogle leaves, use
leaves on sardineInv: bucket, barcras card, package of mysteries Rune and cat GPContinue gertrudes, talk to the children in the center of Varrock. Talk to Romeo to start Romeo and Juliet questStart Demon slayer, get the 2 keys in VarrockTalk to Reldo for the knight's sword questDo Shield of Arrav on any visit to VarrockBuy gloves and pink skirt from clothes
shopBuy a rotten tomato from the crate near the achievement diary guyGet a drink for barcrawl at the bar south of Varrock fountainBuy 4 beers from the same barDo museum for 9 Hunter and SlayerGive the package to Aubury , talk to him again for the notesBuy 100 fire runes, 300 earth and water, 4000 mind, 8000 airsBuy Fire staff Inv: 100 GP, Barcrawl
card, bucket of milk, seasoned sardine, cakesWalk towards EdgevilleStart Abyss miniquest by talking to the zamorak in wilderness. Get 2 iron rods of wild caviar, Map: It's pretty safe, just be prepared to go out if you see a white dot. Walk to pub northeast of VarrocaOcie drink for cat barkratinoe Gertrude on the forest of Varroka east shore, inv: Pickaxe,
ChronicleFill 1 bucket inventory with kadava watermark berries and 16 redirects (bush location: )Mine 4 copper oreChronicle tele Finish Gertrude's cat, keep raising cats with the sardine you boughtTalk to JulietWark to the west, inv: GP, Wounds, barcrawl cards, equip fire personnelThe run towards FaladorBuy bronze honey booster from the barbaric villageGet
13 magic on barbariansHowever you know how to safe the first 2 NPC from the house of a prowl quest then you can skip getting 13mage hereUse the trees to safepot the bear for its meat near the mind altar Falador Get a drink from falador bar for BarcrawlBuy 5 master mind bombs from barBuy 8 woad leaves , offer 20gp to get 2 leavesBank, inv: GP,
Cheese, soil, all 4 meats for druid ritual, 18 cakes. Equip glovestaverlid witch houseTank first 2 phases on the north side of the barn and run to the safe when you need to eatYo can safelypot the first 2, but with a fire strike you are not in real danger of dying with cakes. Do Druidic ritualBuy 1 PACK eyes newt and bustle and mortar in Taverly FaladorInv: thyrka,
eye newt, 2 iron bars, bucket of water, pie dish, red spruce, some foodMake red-begot pieY can buy flour and red spruce at the port sarim food store. From the food store, buy 1 raw meat also and burn it (cook twice) Do Witch's potion questFinish knight sword questMine 2 blurites, 1 for diary home TV and go to al-kharidBuy 50 threads, 3 needles and all
shapes from the craft shop. Start Prince Ali Rescue and talk to Osman Buy 1 inv bronze bars for searches with shantay pass. Make a tourist trapSafespot for Captain BOTH XP AWARDS ON AGILITY, KEEP SPACE SO YOU DON'T accidentally put one on a THIEVING Minigame TV for fish trawlerBuy 2 buckets of mucousBuy 10 flour from the general
storeBuy buckets of sand and soda ash until you hit the entry limit. You only need to buy about 1200 buckets of sand and soda ash in total, the rest of the crafting will be done with other methodsI recommend buying these supplies when you are going to go afk for over 10mins, so you can buy them again, When you entermine 15 clay south of KhazardInv: Fire
Blow, barcrawl cards, cakes, axeFire strike imps west of the tower of life for all 4 beads FightDo arenaDo Tree gnome village, get pebbles Glarial on the way to WaterfallSafespot khazard warlord, or using another account to block it or just walk in and out of its aggro range. Use a spiritual tree and go to the Hazzard battlefield. Run into a ZMI bank and safespot
warrior frozen until you get rune scimitarGetting scim is optional, but it's not very rare and you still get Xp. You can also buy a sword rune from the Champion Guild if you don't want to camp for scimitar. Drink from the Ardy Bar. Buy 4 compost compost from the Ardy farm shop. Train 42 magic at Moss Giants near fishing guild. Bury the dice of this point on, use
teleports if it saves time/run energy. I'm not going to write every teleporter to this guide. Do Hazeel cultSelever drink for a barcrat quest from brimhaven barDo Tribal totemBuy some swordfish and caravans from the food store where you start searching for some of the more challenging quests. inv: No GP, pebble glarial, notes for dwarf gun and ammunition
shape, Rope, 6 Air/Water/Earthen Runes, CakesFinish Dwarf CannonDrop runs behind the tomb of the glacier, get an amoulette and urnFinish waterfall Minigame TV to fish trawlerCharter port sarimGo to zea and get 15% hosidius benefit, 100 compost and silpetreTrain 42 burglary near a fruit stall near a farmer's a can of strange fruits and a golan topYo can
trap dogs inside the buildingUsing strange fruit to restore energy, they do not last long, but you can do a few quests with them Home TV, Assistant Cook LumbyDoStart RFD and watch cutscene to unlock bank chestBuy 7 buckets of milkInv: No GP, 20 Ball of Wool, 8 CakesDo Sheep ShearerPickpocket HAM Members for Rusty SwordHow if you get them ,
keep robes , opal and buttons Glue up to 12 bulbs on fred's farm Draynor Get a key imprint, wig and leather paste to rescue Prince AliStart Vampire Killer, get 3 garlic upstairs from the closetMake 4 red, 4 blue, 5 yellow dyeY can just use the ingredient on Aggie to skip all the dialogue. Buy birdhouse seeds from Olivia until you hit the entry limitTake 20 teleports
for the chronicle tower of VizardaEquip: fire personnel, chronicleInv: fire strikes, runes of mystery notes, 4 beads, 20 bones (kill goblins south of prison draynor)Finish imp catcherFinish Rune mysteryGet ghost skullKill 5 chicken / wizards, give 25 bones for demon killer keyChronicle teleInv: GP, cadaval berries and letter Juliet (Item name just
'message')VarrockContinue Romeo &amp; Juliet, get a cadava potionBuy the iron chain from HorvikContinue Bezosiadno miniquist, Get screed or b, visit the ess minesFinish demon slayerMany killer vampire stakes from the blue lunar snagFinish Romeo and juliet Spirit Tree to dwarf fortressGnomeUse brimstails to go to the mines of ess (make sure you had a
nagging mug still with you)Start Grand treeInv : GP Chronicle, Sample bark, translation notes, Card Barcrawl, fire strikeClava War mini-game TV, energize and go into castle wars Give a drink to the barcrat from the pub YanilleBuy 2 bird traps, 2 cans of butterflies and Net butterfly from hunting shopGo to Hazelmere and continue with the large tree until you live
in the Karamja shipyard, charter to Karamji, Musa dot Get a drink for barcraple from a bar south of banana treesPort drink from sarim port bar for barcrawlDo Karamja and port sarim part of pirate treasure questChronicle teleGet pirate message from Blue moon inn, you can throw it after reading the messageSpirit tree Gnome strongholdFinish strongholdFinish
TreeThat should get you 43 mazh, if you did not get 43, then fire blow some gnome guards Buy premade blurb' sp, 4 vodka, pineapple piecesSpirit tree ardyInv: DP, scrying orb, pickaxe, fire blow, 1 master mind bombs, 1 law runeStart biohasard, pot 3 pots and sampleVisit Ess mines, scrying orb 3/3If you don't bank any loaves when getting 25 thief, then buy
15 now from the owner of the cake stallHow you somehow didn't get any iron ore from winter then mine 2 east of ArdyUsing a mind bomb and camelot TVStart Crystal Merlin and talk to Gawain and Lancelot CatherbyBuy candle, 2 fishing rods, lobster pot Buy 15 pineapples from chartersPaut pineapples in binBuy 1 compost packing plain compost and all the
tools for farming , store everything in leprechaun Start Fishing competitionKill Mordred and get bat bones / black candle for crystal MerlinSeersInv: GP, barcrat card, pot, shovel, fishing rod, GarlicTo murder mysteryTo get a drink from Seers' Bar for barcrawlFinish Fishing contestInv: 6 Clay, 4 Copper, 2 IronTaverly/FaladorGo Uphill and talk to Lady Lake in
taverlydo doric quest Finish pirate's treasure Make 5 molten glassDo black fortress knightTo recruit driveInv: GP, 4 Biohazard 1 Bread RimingtonDo Rimington Part BiohazardBuy Black Wizard Hat at Port SarimPort Sarim Jewelry Store, Give Bread Beggar to Get ExcaliburDeposit Box Plague Sample in Entrana Monks Minigame TV Clan Wars, charge energy
and go to warsinv castle: GP, 3 boards, bronze bar, molten glass, flappings, some food, 10 empty slots for antipusonsPick up super antipoison(1) before entering the limit , decant themIn questHOME TELE Observatory, LumbyFinish Restless GhostSoon of the Lost TribeTeleport to VarrockVarrockContinue Lost Tribe, until you need to go to the village
goblinPride priest (keep them after the quest), boots, glovesFinish abyss miniquestGet magic words for crystal Merlin at the altarContinue BiohazardDo the Digsite quest TV and start a dragon killer in the Guild of ChampionUsing G.E spirit tree and go to the battlefield khazardArdyFinish Biohazard and may as well start an underground passage As long as
you're right thereFinish off Ardy easy tasks, and get a throwncush lamp on agility. Do not hold on to this, we will not be 30herb for a long time yet and 2.5k XP is not much anywaytrad cat for the death of 200 runes KaramjaDo Jungle potionsDo Shilo villageHCIM; Buy a few caravans and swordfish from the brimhaven grocery store. Be careful in the latest
multicomb dungeon, this is probably the most dangerous zone in a long time. Just eat as soon as you get hit and you're fine. inv: thyrka, hammer, lit candle, excalibur, bat bones, black candle, tinderbox thanTeleport to Crystal CamelotFinish MerlinaStart Holy Grail and talk to Merlin Get Ease BootsDo Elemental Workshop 1Buy 1 inv stew with barinv: Lost
Brooch Tribe and Book, Blue/Orange DyesFalador dyesFalador TV, LumbyFinish Lost TribeMake 5 soft clayinv: GP, 5 silver orego through the gate to Al-Harid 1.2 Thieving, fishing and mining desertSite feud in Ali MorristanEz Ali Morrisana, buy desert disguise for Feud Quest, and get 15 cooking with raw chicken that he sellsSmalet 5 silver, make sickle and
unstable holy symbol, keep 3 barsGive keyprint and bronze bar Osman for Prince Ali rescue quest Do The FeudHCIM; if you are afraid to go to the bank Mage, unlock the doll shop. Don't worry about blackjack miniquest, they all have the same chance of knocking out so just use willow blackjack blackjack to 50 thief, you can buy wine from the bar to use as
food. If you're planning on a 3-tick fishing trip, then home tele in lumby and pick up 15 swamp resin now. If you think you're going to keep messing around and doing tar a few times, it might be worth your time getting 23 hunters and using kebbit claws with leather vamps instead. 23 hunter should take just under 1 hour. Ardy cloak TV and take a boat from Ardy
to brimhavenYour cart to the village of ShilohUsing the oven, to make molten glass up to the level of 32 craftBuy 25k feathers from the village of Shiloh fishing shopIf you can't afford them, then open some of your winter boxes Get 58 fishing with trout and salmonYourYour can quite easily grow cats by making this fishing grind, as you can just feed it to fish you
fish. I recommend raising 10 cats for the death of 10 elk in total, after that it's up to you if you can worry. Minigame TV in the room Burthrope gamesCook all your trout, do not cook salmon yet Minigame TV barb-assaultGet 50 agility from barb fishing, should be on 74 fishing. You can feed the kitten's caviar and caviar, bring a knife to cut fishI honestly can't
recommend any other way to train up to 50 agi than fishing, it doesn't take that long and you'll need fish levels anyway. After 50 agilityMinigame TV on BurthropeDo rogue den mini-games for full rogue gear. Guide to Lelador, salmon to regenerate energy after each time you finish 1 attempt minigameBuy 50 lockpicks, While you're here Equip set and go back
to blackjacking until you have a 2.5m GP (about 84 thieving)Carpet back to Shantay passInv: teleport runs, all golem quest items If you've got any cosmic runs from the moss giants, or unlocked Ali's pen shop, then make 1 or 2 duel rings now to speed up the next 2 quests. Start GolemSTART ELEMENTAL WORKSHOP 2 by reading a book while at DIGSITE,
keep 2 items in a can of Finish The Golem, get gems with a tison and hammer Do Shadow of the storm(must have a priest dress and a black master hat in a jar like your black items)10K REWARD ON RANGED ALWAYSFlinch demon with rune Just switch to dark light for the last hit. If you didn't get r scim during a workout mage, go buy a fleece sword from the

Champions GuildMake a potion attack for the fight, speeds it up a littleUsing a littleUsing torch like your safespot, Go to Edgeville and talk to Oziach to extend Dragon slayerGo to a bank mage and buy 6k nats, all the space you can get when buying nats and 10 law running every world up to 300 laws that can take more than 1 trip. HCIM can buy them from Ali
Morrisane if you don't want to risk a bank mage, although they are more promising. Teleport to FaladorGet 2 buckets of juice from this tree near Falador east shore, addy and doll picks from a pickaxe store in the mines. Full Varrock easy diary for armor, takes the next step a little fasterYour you can get kudos requirement, talk to historian Minas on the 2nd floor
to use museum lamps on herbloreStyle not 30 may, use diary lamps on agility mine 3000 iron ore in ardy monastery, overhine them while walking to the jar of Ardy and TV back with ardy cloak.3 ticking does it much faster if you can worryBy using average prompts if you get them from mining, can get a yeast bow from the award (Comp bow works too, it's for
the temple ikov)There are many ways to get your magic up, I just the way you get booty, blacksmith and later fletching XP as well. Don't Smith bars in a thing else 1.3 Fairy Rings, 43 Prayer, Kingdom, 99 Thief VarrockSmith 3 Bronze WireBuy Oak LongbowStart Priest in MountHowby you failed to buy 400 steel nails at the beginning, check sawmill now. Make a
priest in a perilStart rag and bone man on his way to the templeTo the spirit of natureDuzh 1 raw shark from Canifis food storeDo Creature of fenkenstrainUsing the port of Phasmatis furnace, you must have slime in the jar, use it to get 5 ecto tokens Inv: Teleruns, GP, rune scimUse Chronicle Tele Go Champion Guild and continue Dragon Slayer, ask every
green dhide chaps and vambsKill nearby ram, bear and unicorn for their bones (Rag and Bone Man Quest)Camelot TELEKamelotKill giant bat (Rag and bone man) southwest of CatherbyDo Elemental Workshop 2 LumbyInv: axe, rope, lit candle, hammer, stake (vampire killer), shovelGet anti-dragon shield from DukeKill goblin for bone for rag and human
boneLimbi swamp bare big frog leg (need to go to the caves) , giant rat bone (both for rag and bone man)Start Lost CityGo to Draynor manorDo Ernest chicken, Finish vampire killerDig up skull for fabulous part 1 while you're in the area to save some time laterEntranaTalk to high priest for the Holy GrailTo get at least 5 branches of Drumen, make 2
employeesFinish Lost City DraynorStart Fairytale part 1.Quest guide on os.rs wiki.lists where to get 3 random items. If you get a nature tally req, go to the abyss of inv food and kill the. Make sure you trap them so only 1 Tanglefoot in this place: Fairytale1Talk martin to start Fairytale2Buy 35 jugs vinegarBut 1 marigold seed, 3 cabbage seeds, 3 onion seeds
with Dnorray seed marketRescue Prince Ali from prison While you wait for Martin Martin for FT2Tele to subtask LumbyStart Evil Dave for RFDIf you don't have a cat, then pick it up now. Kill 2 cows and make 1 soft, 1 hard leatherSmel 1 inv gold, must have from wintertodtif you have not got any gold, then go mine some of alkharid mineMake 1 rebound ring, 10
neck games, and the rest in duel ringsFamously this point just use clan wars TV as your energy recharge before teleporting to a new placeDraynorSpeak martin for tale 2Go unlock fairy rings on Zanaris Bring GP, Maze Key, 90steel Nails, 3 Doyrk hammer, food, runesTele poh and make a maze of Melzar (Dragon slayer quest)Walk to the port of Sarim prison
and telegrab 2nd piece of mapBuy and repair ship (dragon killer)Phone to FallyFaladorBring GP, runes, soft clay, master mind bomb, forehead Bank, silkEquip your anti-dragon shield and bounce the ring now, so you haven't forgotten it laterMake the spotless bowls at Barb VillageTalk to oracleGet the 3rd piece of card for dragon killerTel to Lumgetby Need as
your captain for dragon killerMAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE AN ANTI-DRAGON SHIELD AND KICK-BACK RING EQUIPPEDBo in Crandor and open a shortcut to Karamja volcanoBring swordfish/caravans as your foodIf only you go down from Crandor, climb back for the Karamja middle diary taskkill Elvarg, you can make as many trips as you wantIt spots in
the room, but frankly you should have no problem with this fight. Step under Elvarg when eatingFinish Dragon Killer and buy a green d'hide top from OziachWear gloves and pick up 5 nettles on the thawMake a stew for the evil Dave while you're in EdgevilleIf you don't have a cat, then just leave for later, don't bother doing it with kittenTele LumbyFill bowl with
water, put nettles in it and use it on This is for the haunting ahoy quest) Finish the evil Dave subtasksThis death of Urgeshoon. When getting robes hold the buttons(If you didn't get them while getting a rusty sword)Buy dorgeshuun crossbow and 4000 bone boltsThat Bullseye lantern with dorg chestsMake the lock for chest Finish Holy GrailDo Horror from deep
questJust mag dahannoth and hide when it is weak to melee and range. Turn off your run so you don't get meli, it's not complicated with explosive spells. Use the right food like swordfish and caravans. Do Turael Killer with dorg cbow to 37 Range We will use Turael up to 50 tasks completed, every 10th task must be done with the master killer of the highest
level you can use. Even though we use Turael, the goal is to get the XP killer, so you should always kill monsters with higher power, such as the task of bat to kill giant bats. Wanna have too many bad tasks, so I think it's generally better. Get 100% benefit from hosidius, must have 300 compost in bankat 45% make a mess of the hall up to 100% and be sure
benefit by talking to HosaBuy mithril and the runes axe from the wooded guildTo animal magnetism Buy a broom platebody from Horvik to VarrockBuy mithril plates with al-kharidDo Perfume Elyde questYou can armour the broomstil for tanking golems, or shudder them if you take too much damage. Make an underground passage questUsed armour broom for
this quest, doesn't really need anything better at the moment and you'll need to buy it later anywayHCIM; While this quest may seem dangerous without overhead, it is, frankly, not. Check out the video. Here's a video of me completing the quest with the same battle statistics you'll have: You can trap paladins one by one just like a captain from a tourist trap
quest. For the spider, there are 2 skeletons on the eastern wall, standing between them and then reeoracting large with a blast of earth. Sometimes the little ones attack you, but just run a little north and then come back to the same place they get stuck in. Update iban employeesDo 50 attack makes more Turael killer, Remember to get every 10th task from
VannakaIf you get a task from Vannak that you really can't do without defending your melee, then go kill sand crabs to 50 attacks Make an amolet magicKill blue dragons with an IBAN blast for 43 prayers We don't have the dexterity for the shortcut yet so don't bother bank hiding, don't do twice as many trips. Add 2400 XP to current XP prayer and calculate
how many bones you need, level 43 requires 50339xp and 1 bone 288xp with ectofuntus (2.4k pray XP from a ghost ahoy quest that will be completed before using bones)Regular ironmen can use a wild altar if you want, but anyway it's only about 85 bones with ekto so do any method. Keep 1 dragon bone in your jar for the watchtower quest Minigame TV
khazardBuy however many buckets of mucy you need for bonesEquip Ghostspeak amuletIf you have not cooked nettles before, do it now Make sure you have all the ghosts ahoy itemsbring GP stack, 9 d Bone, 9 Pot, 9 Slime, Common Store Sells Pots If You Don'tCharter at Phasmatys Port Phasmatys/CanifisStart Ghosts ahoyGrind 9 d Bone and Offer Them,
Get Ecto TokensFins Ghosts AhoyGrind Rest of Your Bones to Get 43 Prayers Do Monkey Madness, Focus Reward on Attack and Defense Quest Get 40 KillerReminder Again, every 10th task from Bath (or from chaeldar, if you're already 70cb)It's recommended a flicker of prayer, but Turael's task is pretty easy, so it's not a mandatory range of up to 40 first
and then start learning Attack Do Shades morton questIF there's no one else to help you, then this quest can be left until later assuming you've used museum lamps on herblore before. Take the book in the apothcary in Warroka for some free herbs XP Get 25 herblore, if you don't already haveto heroes searching for Do Fremennik trialsNo throne differentTo
Royal Trouble Put at least 750k GP in the kingdom, set it to 10 herbs and 5 maples to its on 10 herbs, but you can switch to 5 tics at some point if you like. Maples are good for afc flute and birdhouses. If you want an absolute maximum yield, then you have Get your benefit back to 100% EVERYDAY, not just when you collect, however it doesn't really make too
much difference if you don't. Personally, I do it every 3 days or so. Go back to blackjacking within hours and put more money into the kingdom, so it doesn't drop below 750k Pure finds in the museum until you've found all 5 items you can get for kudos and ruby necklaceDo Bone Voyage questSupto arrange your first bird housesVideo from Alkan, showing you
how to start if you've never made them before: have been unsold, but they're still the best method to teach most of your HUNTER XP. I'm not going to remind you to make a birdie run, make them every 50minsDon't bother waking up every 50 minutes to make a run, but during the game you should at least try to be consistent with them. After your first birdie
run, RC should be your lowest skillDo a tearful guthix quest, Make minigame every week it's very worth it's always supposed to be the lowest skill when you do this Getting Giant Dwarf Quest to unlock KeldagrimBuy 2 stocks of gold ore from blast furnace shopGo Edgeville ovens and make lots of digsite pendants and games necklacesMake molten glass up to
45 making, assuming you have supplies. You'll need 45 for a maple birdhouse when you get 44 hunter.45 is about 1k buckets of sand and soda ash Move your home to Pollnivneach so you can make a bird house run and quickly return to blackjacking. Get 99 Thief :) In all honesty it's not entirely necessary to get 99 at a time, however it's only recommended for
the GP you get from it.99 a thief with a edict also means you'll never manage to pickpocket master farmers, so if you don't get 99 then you'll have to get bird house seeds from Olivia, or make master farmers without 100% success. It's possible to make ardy knights instead if you prefer those you'll have to make an Ardy average diary for them though. Ardy
medium requires a broom greyhound, you can get it as a drop from barbaric spirits if you don't want to do nannying and flatting at this point. Yban's blast with a melee defence is probably your best choice there. This guide assumes that you have a GP of 99 thief, however most are spent after barrow gloves so you can still follow thisbeg 99. Buy thieving
nakidkiTho master farmers for a few hours to get a decent amount of seeds for farming and bird houses. Don't forget to wear a rogue and 99cape whenever you make a master of farmersOn any farm guam, marrentill or tarromine. (if you don't hcim and need marrentills to teach prayer and then farm some later) Guide to Lelador, 1.4 Different skill, agility for
graceful Now that we have a realm and birdhouses are going time to go back to fishing There are several options when to stop fishing the barba depending on your goals: If you don't want to catch fish at all and you're happy with 74 fishing, go to the next step. Getting 84 fishing will be You are 60 agility, which is a pretty decent level as the course of the protalkers is actually good enough to come back. 84 fishing also disables fishing and burrows for fishing PVM 94 is 70 agility and 70 tbsp. Gets access to the course survey, and by the time you get graceful you'll be about 80 dexterity. Also means you can get defenders very quickly, as you only need to get to 60 attacks 97 fishing 72 agi and str. Stopping here is
recommended if you are going to do some PVM, but your goal is also max, last2m XP will come from karams /minnows/anglers to fishing PVM 99 if you rush max. Choose which option seems best for you. If you're going to do minnows, get angler gear on 81 fishing, so you get manta rays instead of some shit fish like swordfish. Continue to make bird houses
while fishing. After fishing (or during, if you want a short break) Buy pinapples for supercomputer from charter vesselsSyut 15 pineapples in each of the compost bins on the allotment patchEsDon't do Hosidius patch yet, we'll be doing construction soon, which requires a house in Rimmington, so don't switch to Kourend for 1 compost run and then switch back
mine volcano ash for ultra compost, get like 2k so you don't have to constantly go back to mine anymoreTo compost run, which means you just get compost out of the bunker and put another set of pineapples in themStore 15 supercomposts in leprechaun for a quest, make the rest in ultrasUsed volcanic ash on a full bunker rather than individual buckets of
supercompote Buy ~ 200 chocolate from a large , don't buy too much as it's faster later from RFD chestMake energy pots, many harralanders from the kingdom of Camelot teleplant barley seeds on a hop patch northwest of seers, pay the farmer 3 normal compost to look after them Minigame TV to blow up the furnaceDo Giant dwarf questif you need more
rubies or emeralds, a gem stall in keldagrim usually stocked. These next 2 quests have times when you have to wait for things to happen, blacksmith's iron dart tips while you wait Foreground story about a drunken dwarf questE anvil near a jar in keldagrimYour barley will be ready when you need it, use it on the range to get barley maltGarden's quiet quest
Enlightened Travel Quest While waiting for willow tree to grow;Do eyes gloufre and tower lifeSmith the rest of your iron dart tips, leave 20 bars for quests Make farm run lymphwurts, harralanders and more compostI'm not going to mention farm runs anymore, just make them Always use ultra compost on herbs, for lame I would just use normal compost
because the seeds are so easy to get. Go to the woodworking guildCut and 1500 oak boardsIt is a deposit box inside the axe of the store, which is faster to use than the bankGet 50 constructionlvl 22-33, oak dining table in the dining roomlvl 33-50, oak larder in the kitchen Do Temple of Ikov questStart fletching iron darts while running to make questsIf you do
not get thousands of the mean clues you've gotten from skill by catching eclecticness is probably the best option to Make Regicide questPick up a few white berries north of the elves tracker Finish Enlightened Journey, if you still unuse castle wars and Varrock balloons for diaries Go to a small island on a fossil island with a bank where you dive into seaweed
patchesMake 2 lantern lenses before using all the molten glass plunging down and blowing all the molten glass into unethylized bulletsMeticus the goal here is to to pick up spores of algae that spa wn every time like this: spores can spawn north of the anchor, so make sure you check the mini-card, not just your overlay elementI was getting about 25 spores /h
while doing so, it's not much , but it will make you start. Plant algae after you get your first 2 spores. Make a hand in a sand quest, get daily sand every day Make these quests while fletching darts:Big chompy bird huntingRag and bone man (first part, must have all the bones in the jar already)Family crestStart Legend Quest (Get vanilla pod for RFD)Death
PlateauTroll Fortress I'll assume you fletched all the darts now. Return to seaweed patches to pick up occasional seaweed spores. Fletch maple short beans (u) up to 55 fletchingFletch all your maple logs in maple longboy (u)You will receive a weight warning, but you can just ignore it, it makes no difference if you go into deep waterIt is sure to leave some
maple logs for birdhouses Buy 2300 gold ore from blast furnace ore shop, 2 invs on the worldGet goldsmith gloves Get 60 blacksmiths Go on EdgevilleCraft gold bars in gold bracelets, leave, as 30 bars for teleport jewelry if you need to do moreReminder buy rubies with Keldagram or chicken castle gems, if you runInstead we make bracelets instead of am
ulets have an extra 120gp on a tall alch that costs more than 5xp Get mage arena thrown while you're here anywayTo buy another ~6k nats (from mage bank , get some cosmic too) HCIM; If scary, you still have to have enough nats to get 63mage with alching, and then you can boost up to get into the Masters Guild. Do dexterity to complete gracefulspicking
your gold bracelets and maple bows, making agilityLeft Kingdom and fletch more long bovies to alch if you run out. Finish gracefully, even if you lack alchs. Must get to about 70 mage by the time you're done with dexterity at the moment Make all the RFD sub-cooksGet 70 cooking in the Hosidius mess hall if you haven't got it with 3tick fishingAbover, a bunch of
chocolate dust from your chest and make energy pots Do A soul's bane questComplete Varlete Var I personally don't worry with them nowadays since you get so many GP anyway. If you want to make them theni'd recommend at least wait up to 59rc, so you can RC dual space materials Get artisan stocks for 61 crafts, make molten glass in EdgevilleBurn your
giant seaweed in soda ashPutille house in Yanille and fill up buckets of sand, a jar on G.E using varrock TV after the average diaryI do not have the exact amount of about how much sand and ash you need, you can calculate it, as such:(303000-Current XP) / 72.5 Should be slightly smaller than 1500Get 61 craft, can also do it underwater again for some spire
algae 1.5 Diaries and RFD processing plant some toflax seeds agility potions needed soon for a questMake a broom greyhound Make these quests for QP and diaries:Another slice of H.A.MIcthlarin's little assistantEagles's peakEnakhra's lamentRat catchersOlaf's questBetween rockTai bwo wannai trioZogry flesh eaterRum deal &amp;; For 47 prayer req, you
can use an ancient sample of the mishav to increaseWhere is a smallWatchtower quest Make all the light and medium samplewildy diaries and fremmy environments require a higher killer, leave those when you return to the killer. You probably don't have a crystal key for a fally average diary yet so leave that for later as well. For the Lumby 50 range req I
would recommend ranging from pest control with cbow boneHowby you don't 70cb for an intermediate boat, then go do killer now, train attacks to 60, then defense to 70cbMay, and stay until you get 250pts for void bottoms, good def mage. Required 55 range to end anyway for red chins. Do Slayer up to 60 attackBuy Dragon scim and Dragon battleaxe Do
Eadgar's ruseDo Great Adventure My HandDo Desert TreasureGet so many herbs XP you can get from bank herbs and then open winter boxes for magazines mage if you didn't get them early. If you haven't received any mage magazines from drawers, then the best option is probably nature, which will interest puro puroCould, also make more wintertodt, even
at 55hp and 90fm you only take 3dmg from regular hitsTreinst loggers, of course also option Done RFD, buy B glovesHere's video of me killing bosses with statistics from the following guide, not very difficult: 2. Targets after Barrows gloves thief master farmers every time you're out of seeds, the killer doesn't give that many grass seeds to higher levels. Get 70
mining and do the lunar diplomacy60 required at the moment, but I would recommend 70 to complete a fremmy hard diary very early for the label Do Magic training arena for peach bones (diary req) and infinity boots. If you get 77 magic, if you were alching maplesYour also get a master wand, if you like, a book of magicians I would say is not worth it especially
if you got a tome of fire from WT. Get 80 craftingMight don't have enough giant algae yet, just get whatever level you can at the moment. You can also make an old method which is actually still more XP/h, not sure how crowded it is now though. Make at least 2 glories, put one in your house. Make a ring of wealth to use during a murder, which of course if you
got crystal keys or drops of a dragon yet that you very well couldn't have. Get Helm NeitiznotGet NeitiznotGet Fighter torso from BAGet dragon defenderIf you did not fish for str levels, then you are going to have to make some killers in front of defenders to gain access to the Warrior Guild. Train defenses to 60 while getting defenders read the rest of the
manual, so you'll know what happens start killing. A lot of garbage tasks are early on, but just have to deal with them. If you don't want to pray flick, you should have a lot of ranars from master farmers. Prioritise killing points; Blocks* &gt; Superior slayer &gt; Slayer ring unlock &gt; Blocks* &gt; Herb sack/Slayer helm &gt; Broads/Garg finisher &gt;
Extensions*Read the block list vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvHow you slay doesn't really make a difference nowadays as long as you melee nechryals in slayer tower, this is just how I like to
slay^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Use Nieve until 100 combatNieve Block/Skip list Block:Suqah (Block these asap)Black demon (Trash, skip if no points to block)Kalphite (Block after superiors and rings, you can kill the low lvls for fast
points)Hellhound (Block after superiors and rings, do them if you don't have 100pts, not worth skipping) Skip:Iron dragonSteel dragonScabaritesBrine ratsTuroth (Not terrible but I wouldn't do these, definitely skip before herb sack)Mutated zygomites (you can do these for points if you want , I cba)Waterfiends Some additional notes:The only task I ever continue
is nechryalsI use operational bracelets on all short tasks like ankou, black dragonIt is only tasks that I use slaughter bracelets: Blue draconian shaman (flick it for killing) before DWHAbby demons before the whip, if I do not bother raising for itCountry before trident. Get 58 killer and camp for black mask, make hints for black dhideDo Slayer up to level 70 If you
fletching maples for some time afk, stop making longbow at about 75 fletching and make arrow shafts instead of Trembling about 700k arrow shafts (11.6k maple logs) if you're going for 99 fletchingAll the process of making wide arrows is approximately 180k XP/h, even if you're just bankstand, so much better, Knife Maple LongsBroad Arrows instead of Bolts
because the arrows are only 5.8gp/XP compared to bolts that are similar to 20gp/XP Regular Ironman: Kill green dragons for prayer 70, use them at wild altar Use a looted bag and bank hides as well, make a dhead of the bodyUnlock piety Next few goals:100% all zea favors fighting100 using slayerhunt 2500 red chins , start MM2, chin 70 rangeContrupable
provinces hard diaryTo get 60 construction with the following method: Get +90 Range with ChinsFire CapeQuest capeHCIM: Myth Guild Green Dragons for 70 Prayers, Use Gilded Altar Switch to Duradel, Karamja Gloves 3 or NPC Contact for New TasksUnlock Lizard Tasks, MSB(i) and Runes Arrows or Rcbow and Runite Bolts Are Still Very Decent at 90+
Range Range shamansUnblock black demons up to 4 zenytesI just leave shards in the jar until I get a trident, then I go get rune chaos from BarrowsLayer until tridentfill hard diaries at some point during this grind to mix it up a little Duradel block/skip list (once again, that's just my preference) Block: Abyssal (after perhaps 5 drops of whip, keep suqah blocked
until then)Black demon (after zeniths)Kalphite Hellhound (unlock temporarily when you want to make cerb)Kraken Cave (after trident and tentacles)Bigger demon Skip:Suqah (Do 1 task if you need teeth to pay for the wind tree)Spiritual creaturesTrollsFire giant Iron DragonStritis ratsTurothKurask (I think they are rubbish even if you get a letter baxe)Mutated
zigomites (you can do it for points If you like , I cba)Waterfiends Some extra notes:The only task I ever continue is nechryalsI use operational bracelets on all short tasks like ankou, black dragonIt is only tasks that I use slaughter bracelets: Blue draconian shaman (flick it for killing) before DWHAbby demons before the whip, if I do not bother raising for
himCountry before 3. Preparation of BCWM, Barrows, Zoulra After Trident: Get 83 or higher herblore, pulse with botanical pie to anti-venom Get 82 designs with tyres, make a mounted myth call for a higher XP/plankYwy can go get a dragon axe from dks before that, but even with an axe rune it's not that slowerBoost +8 const for the highest tier poolGet 93
craftingDo barrow for 120k rune chaos and buy 4 vinesHow to make you lucky with all the good items first, then just buy the rest of the runesfuri is kind of useless, so I'd just wait until the onyx fall from Zulrah Kill Zulrah for unique I'll finish the guide here, you can pretty much do whatever you want now that you have Trident , soldering, harrowing, zenith, etc.
Unlike the last 2 versions of this guide, I'm not going to list as the exact boss of KC for maximum total, because max rush is no longer my style of play, so I honestly have no idea. Instead, I'll write a few notes on a couple of things: Zulur: Once there was an answer to everything when it came to ironman, but with direct and especially indirect nerves, Zulra
became less important. It's still definitely worth doing zulrah for weight for other activities. Vorkat: Not 100% on this since I didn't do too many vorkath kills, but I would probably do a couple of thousand killings after DHCB and rigor. Vorkath is basically a GP that you get, which isn't very important, but it's still something a little different than just camping green
dragons for all your bones. That's about it I think if there's something else you want me to write on that end bit, then feel free to tweet me. I hope you enjoyed this guide. This guide was originally published here: Version: If you want to donate to me for taking this guide, here's a link you can use: paypal.me/ozirisrs It's completely optional, everything is everything
very appreciated. Appreciated.
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